
Parents’ Club of Stanford University
Job Description for Summer Mailing

Updated 3/28/2013 by Sheree Williams

Overview.  The Summer Mailing is a hardcopy mailing the Club sends in the summer to 
parents of all Stanford undergraduates.  The purpose is to acquaint all parents with the 
Parents’ Club, inform them of our activities and our sales items, and invite them to 
become members.  The Chair coordinates with the Club board, Stanford, and an outside 
Printing company through the process of creating the letter and brochures and managing 
the schedule through mailing.

Timeline. 

1. May – 
a. During the May Board Meeting determine with the current board and next 

year’s President the contents of the summer mailing.  
b. Have the Deliveries Chair confirm prices for all items such as cakes and 

cookies 
c. determine quantities of each item to be printed

2. Mid-June
a. collect all of the electronic documents.
b. contact Stanford to notify them you will be coordinating between them 

and the outside printer for the sending of the undergraduate addresses.
c. get a count of the number of undergraduate families from Stanford
d. contact the outside printer and request a price estimate

3. July 
a. Ensure the Post Office permit is paid
b. Deposit enough money into our Post Office account to cover the mailing
c. Coordinate mailing with outside printer

4. July 
a. Late July or Early August is when the mailing is sent.

Contacts. 

Outside Printing Company:  
Chase VP and Prima Mail merged and handle our printing and mailing
 Jeff Burnham
 Chase VP
 1620 Church Street #100
 Morgan hill, CA 95037
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 Jeff @chasevp.com
 408-779-8400
 www.ChaseVP.com

Stanford: 
Delivers the file of undergraduate addresses to Prima Mail. 

  Susan Hawke
 shawke@stanford.edu
 650-725-6233

Postoffice:
 Postmaster

Santa Clara Permit #111
1200 Franklin Mall
Santa Clara, CA 95050-9998

Bulk mailing post office contact:  408-296-1026

Detailed Job Description. 

The creation of the documents:

The summer mailing goes to all undergraduate parents with US and US territory 
addresses.  It does not go to parents with foreign addresses.   It does not go to graduate 
students or alumni.   The mailing includes:

1. a letter from the Club President written by the President
2. a black and white version of our membership form to be printed on the 

back of the letter, provided by the VP of Membership.  
3. a two-sided program card, provided by the VP of Programs
4. a tri-fold, two-sided  Deliveries ordering brochure describing our bakery 

and floral sales offerings, provided by the Deliveries Chair
5. envelope with Parents’ Club return address to contain the mailing

Collect the written items and circulate among each other for proofreading.  Once 
the letter and brochures and program card are written and proofed to the best of our 
ability, sent them to our outside printer for formatting.  This is the time to decide if you 
are going to keep the design from the prior year or to get their graphic help for a new 
design. 

Have the President send you a scanned copy of her signature to be used for the 
letter signature line.  You will forward this onto the printer.

mailto:shawke@stanford.edu
mailto:shawke@stanford.edu
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Contact Susan Hawke at Stanford and let her know you will be coordinating the 
summer mailing.  Get an estimate of the number of mailing addresses from her and give 
her a target date of when to send the file onto the printer.

Determine the quantity of each item you want printed.  Quantity is determined 
from Stanford’s’ mailing estimate and how many extras we want of each item.  We may 
want extra envelopes for use by the Parents’ club membership mailing.  We want extra 
brochures and program cards to give out at Parents’ Weekend and NSO and to our own 
members.  Look at the prior year’s reports for amount requested.  

The outside printer:

Our outside printer and mailing company is Chase VP/Prima Mail. Jeff Burnham 
is the primary contact at Chase VP.  

The outside printer’s job is to format the letter and brochures, provide graphic 
design, if requested, physically print all the pieces, stuff into the envelope, create the 
mailing labels from the files sent by Stanford and deliver the stuffed envelopes to the post 
office for mailing.  

Chase VP has a graphic artist on staff who can help with the formatting and 
design of each item.  You need to provide Chase VP with the word document version.  
They will also design the mailing envelope to be consistent with the letter head and 
brochures.  They have the current and prior designs for our documents on file, including 
our logo.  Currently the letter is in black and white with red letterhead, the membership 
form is black and white, the deliveries brochure and program card are red and white, and 
the envelope has our return mailing address in red. 

Get a cost estimate from Jeff for printing each item.  Cost is based upon weight 
and quality of the paper stock and number of colors used for each page and the amount of 
additional graphics and late changes to the documents.  

Jeff will send you pdf files to proof.  Circulate these files to all parties and collect 
any changes.  Carefully document the changes back to Jeff and send them back printer for 
revisions.  The revision and proof process may happen one or two times.  Once all pdf’s 
are finalized, give Jeff the okay to print.  

Request a PDF or word version, whichever is easiest/least cost for them, of the 
Deliveries Brochure that we can use to put onto our website.  For the website, both pages 
must be aligned vertically.  

The mailing process:

 Before we are finished with all of the printing, contact Susan Hawke and let her 
know to send the mailing label file to Prima Mail.  Stanford will only give names and 
mailing addresses to someone who has signed a confidentiality agreement with them.  
There is an employee of Prima Mail who has signed the agreement.  The Parents’ Club 
does not get this file or see the names.  Based on the size and zip codes of the mailing 
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label file, Jeff can give you an estimate of how much money to deposit into our bulk 
mailing account.
 The mailing is sent via US Post Office and priced at their non-profit bulk mailing 
rate.  The Parents’ Club Permit number is #111 and our Permit is out of the Santa Clara 
Post Office.  We have to pay a permit fee of about $200 prior to August 28 each year.  We 
also have to put enough money into our bulk mailing account to cover the mailing costs 
prior to Chase VP/Prima Mail delivering our envelopes to the post office.  Have the 
Treasurer deposit the money into our account.  
 After the mailing, Jeff will deliver the ‘extras’ to us.  Typically he delivers to the 
President’s house if that is convenient.  

Budget and Reimbursement.  Chase VP and possibly the Prima Mail will send you their 
invoices to be paid.  Verify they are accurate and forward them onto the Treasurer to be 
paid.  

Coordination with other Parent Club print needs:

Corresponding Secretary:
 Chase VP has printed our note card and envelopes in the prior years.  If we order 
these at the same time and he can deliver them with our summer mailing ‘extras’, we may  
get a discount. 

VP of Membership:
 The Parent Club Membership mailing uses the same envelopes with our 
preprinted return addresses.  Coordinate with the VP of Membership to have additional 
envelopes printed for their use.

New Parent Welcome Tea Chair:
 See the Summer Mailing 2012 Report about getting freshmen addresses for the 
Tea invitations.

Website coordinator:
 Email a copy of the new Deliveries Brochure to the website coordinator to put up 
on the website.

 


